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Abstract
The development of artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms for classification  
purpose of undesirable events has gained notoriety in the industrial world. 
Nevertheless, for AI algorithm training is necessary to have labeled data to identify 
the normal and anomalous operating conditions of the system. However, labeled 
data is scarce or nonexistent, as it requires a herculean effort to the specialists of 
labeling them. Thus, this chapter provides a comparison performance of six unsu-
pervised Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to pattern recognition in multivariate 
time series data. The algorithms can identify patterns to assist in semiautomatic 
way the data annotating process for, subsequentially, leverage the training of AI 
supervised models. To verify the performance of the unsupervised ML algorithms to 
detect interest/anomaly pattern in real time series data, six algorithms were applied 
in following two identical cases (i) meteorological data from a hurricane season and 
(ii) monitoring data from dynamic machinery for predictive maintenance purposes. 
The performance evaluation was investigated with seven threshold indicators: accu-
racy, precision, recall, specificity, F1-Score, AUC-ROC and AUC-PRC. The results 
suggest that algorithms with multivariate approach can be successfully applied in the 
detection of anomalies in multivariate time series data.
Keywords: unsupervised learning, pattern recognition, multivariate time series, 
machine learning, anomaly detection
1. Introduction
Today, the industry is changing by what experts call the “Fourth Industrial 
Revolution”, also called Industry 4.0. This change is strongly associated with the 
integration between physical and digital systems through, for example, installing 
sensors. The integration of these environments allows the collection of a large 
amount of acquired data in different fields such as: industrial processes, meteoro-
logical monitoring stations, stock exchanges etc. This amount of both collected and 
stored data enables faster and more directed information exchange [1].
In many fields, it is essential for the process to identify unusual patterns that 
can be generated by unpredictable or unwanted behavior. These behaviors may be 
due to some problem that may be occurring in the related process, for example, in 
an industrial environment companies can use machine monitoring data to identify 
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malfunction operating due its abnormal behaviors. This fact, when it is not detected 
in time, can generate false data and lead experts to misinterpret the operating 
condition of the machine. Another example would be a credit card operator who 
can monitor each user’s transaction to look for unusual behavior that could point to 
fraudulent transactions. These unwanted and abnormal behaviors are often called 
interest patterns and can be extracted from data due a variety of reasons, all pre-
senting a certain level of relevance to the analyst. It is important that this analysis 
takes into account any changes in the behavior of the parameter to identify oppor-
tunities to improve, prevent or correct any situation [2].
The detection of interest/anomaly patterns is usually carried out by specialists 
which comprises the dynamics of the system under analysis. However, it is often not 
feasible to analyze and label them due to the large volumes of data generated. Thus, 
there is a limitation regarding the ability of specialists to process a large amount of 
data, requiring many hours of work that, in general, are involved in other activities 
and do not have the time necessary for this relevant activity. Thereby, there is a 
great need to automate the process of identifying hidden interest patterns in time 
series data [3].
Unsupervised machine learning (ML) has been research hotspot in intel-
ligence artificial (IA) field to extract useful features from unlabeled raw data. 
Instead of selecting features by a human operator, the unsupervised learning 
is quite intelligent and independent of specific knowledge of processing tech-
niques and field expertise in a data-driven way. Thus, there is no escape from the 
requirement of labeled data to train classifiers at the phase of diagnosis problems, 
but it is hard to label a mass of collected data before the determination of interest 
patterns [4].
In an industrial environment, data collection is often carried out through 
multiple sensors due the possibility of a more robust representation of the phenom-
ena involved, as example, the monitoring of industrial assets is carried out through 
both acquisition of vibration and temperature data of the machine. Another 
example is the monitoring of meteorological conditions, which generally collect 
data on wind speed, air humidity and ambient temperature. However, multivariate 
data presents a greater challenge for the application of Machine Learning (ML) 
algorithms, as they must be able to recognize patterns and predict behaviors in a 
greater amount of data and attributes to be correlated [5].
Anomaly detection algorithms seek for patterns in data that do not conform to 
an expected behavior. Anomaly detection is essential in industrial applications to 
optimize economic performance and minimize safety risks. The advent of system 
health monitoring methods was realized to preserve system functionality within 
harsh operational environments. Hence, to develop an anomaly detection model 
based on multi-sensor signals, three major challenges must be faced [6]:
i. online multi-sensor signals are often available in the form of complex, 
multivariate time series, as different sensors measure various aspects of 
data over fairly long periods of time, and since there is a large amount of 
heterogeneous data, it can become impractical to human specialists to label 
anomalies or unknown events within the data;
ii. especially in industrial applications, it is likely to have extremely imbalanced 
datasets, since far more data is obtained during normal operations rather 
than abnormal;
iii. the dataset may contain uncertainties and spurious data, especially when it 
involves manually recorded data.
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One way to mitigate these problems is to perform some type of anomaly detection 
technique, which are usually computationally intensive algorithms, and then flag 
unusual patterns for further inspection by human specialists [3]. Other way of deal-
ing with it are based on supervised machine learning anomaly detection algorithms, 
which require a training dataset that contains a set of instances of anomalies, and a 
set of instances of non-anomalous (or normal) data, at least. From the training data, 
the algorithm learns a model that distinguishes between the normal and the anoma-
lous patterns. Such supervised learning algorithms typically require tens or hundreds 
of thousands of labeled samples to obtain good quality performance. Nevertheless, 
as stated before, the scarce availability of labeled data poses a challenge to the usage 
and application of supervised learning techniques for anomaly detection in multi-
variate time series data.
Hence, unsupervised learning algorithms step up as a viable and feasible 
alternative to tackle this challenging problem. Since they are designed to deal with 
unlabeled data, they are able to learn and identify interesting patterns from the 
data’s own internal structure, meaning that they can be used to point out anoma-
lous patterns when the labels are unknown. Thus, unsupervised machine learning 
models are essential to solve the addressed challenges [7].
Several works proposed the development and application of unsupervised ML 
algorithms over the past years to detect anomalous patterns in time series datasets, 
which are based on major approaches that are summarized in Table 1. A detailed 
description and evaluation of each of these approaches is beyond the scope of this 
chapter.
Most of the works based on unsupervised ML algorithms employs clustering 
techniques, which are either distance-based [10] or density-based [11]. On the one 
hand, the advantages of clustering methods are that they are simple, robust, and 
easy to program. However, the problem is the need to define the parameters related 
to the data observations beforehand such as defining a similarity function or the 
number of clusters that should exist in the data, and that becomes the responsibil-
ity of the designer to determine how these parameters should be used, even if the 
data has a random structure [9]. The work [12] proposed the K-means to automate 
diagnosis of defective rolling bearing. To overcome the sensitivity of choosing the 
initial clusters number, the initial centers were selected using features extracted 
from simulated signals. However, K-means depends mainly on distance calculation 
between all data points and the centers, therefore, the cost of the computational 
time will be higher for big data.
To reduce the time cost of K-means, [13] proposed a Fast K-means algorithm 
based on two stage. The first stage is a fast distance calculation using only a small 
fraction of the data to originate the best possible location of the centers. The second 
stage is a slow distance calculation in which the initial centers are taken from the 
first stage. Besides that, the K-means is optimized through grid search method that 
is efficient when the number of parameters is small.
Aiming to prove the reduction quality of the dataset, [14] demonstrated the 
superiority of the autoencoder in the feature dimensional reduction comparing with 
the PCA method. The reduced feature set obtained from the PCA method revealed 
overlaps of classes and features that are scattered on the large space, while the auto-
encoder represented the superior ability in the clear and concentrated distribution.
The work [15] presented a similar comparative study to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the autoencoder to the original feature set, PCA reduction and real-valued 
negative selection. The dimensional reduction of the autoencoder, once again, have 
performed a highly improved anomaly detection compared to the others. Moreover, 




Two methods for feature selection were proposed by [15]. The first one is based 
on k-NN for clustering using feature similarity influence, and the second one is the 
pretraining using sparse autoencoders. The classification performance obtained 
by the k-NN algorithm is comparable to the result obtained from the autoencoder 
(slightly lower in accuracy). The criterion for choosing the “k” parameter is based 
on the combinations that frequently appear in the subsets reduced by the technique 
itself. In other words, the criterion adopted is purely empirical.
Furthermore, even though several unsupervised techniques have been proposed 
in literature, their performance depends a lot on the data and application they 
are being used in. This indicates that most of these methods have little systematic 
advantages over the other when compared across many other datasets.
In this context, this chapter discuss the level of accuracy and reliability of six 
unsupervised ML algorithms for pattern recognition and anomaly detection with no 
need of labeled data. Two real cases were applied for performance evaluation of the 
algorithms abilities to detect the interest patterns in the multivariate time series data. 
Algorithm Description
K-means It is used to divide a group of data points into hard clusters. It assumes a balanced 
cluster size, the joint distribution of features with equal variance, and independent 
features with similar cluster density. Determining the optimal K can be difficult, but 
for small values, it is computationally fast and efficient. In addition, it is important to 
choose the most appropriated distance or similarity function, since it is one of the key 
aspects used to determine whose cluster a certain data point belongs to.
Gaussian 
mixture model
It uses a Gaussian distribution-based parametric model to identify the underlying 
populations. These can be explained by a normal distribution in the midst of many 
heterogeneous populations. However, in many practical situations, the data distribution 
may not have any explicit clusters. As a result, each point can be assigned with different 
weights or probabilities to soft clusters.
Random forest It operates by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time and outputting 
the class that is either the mode of the classes (classification) or the mean prediction 
(regression) of the individual trees. Random forest can learn arbitrary relationships 
between the features and the outcome, even non-monotonic relationships.
k-NN It assigns data points according to the majority of its nearest neighbors to find 
anomalous data points by measuring the local deviation. A choice needs to be made on 
the value of K, i.e. the number of neighbors, to avoid overfitting/underfitting issues.
DBSCAN It recognizes the clusters as dense regions having some coincidence that is diverse 
from the other sparse region. The algorithm may use a reduced number of points and 
a distance measure to merge the data points that are similar to each other. Moreover, 
DBSCAN requires two parameters to operate, which are the epsilon (eps) and the 
minimum points (minpoints). Eps determines the smallest distance existing between 
two points in a cluster, while minpoints defines the least number of points required to 
form a dense region [8].
PCA Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based anomaly detection techniques are able 
extract the main features of a certain dataset without losing its ability to represent the 
original data, then using these features to analyze which constitute a normal class and 
applies distance metrics to identify cases that represent anomalies. This allows to train a 
model using existing imbalanced data.
Autoencoders It is a neural network that attempts to reconstruct its input. Similarly to PCA, it can 
serve as a form of extract main features to produce a compressed representation of 
its input at the encoder. This representation can be mapped to its original form using 




Unsupervised ML approaches found in literature for anomaly detection in time-series.
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The real cases were: (i) meteorological data from a hurricane season and (ii) moni-
toring data from dynamic machinery for predictive maintenance purposes.
2. Unsupervised ML algorithms
This section will review the concept and application of six unsupervised ML 
algorithms for anomaly/pattern detection applied in this research. It is important to 
inform that among the six algorithms described in this chapter, only the methods in 
Sections 2.1 and 2.3 has its intrinsic characteristic to perform a multivariate analysis, 
while the other algorithms are only able to perform a univariate analysis. Therefore, 
a univariate performance evaluation is computed in each dimension of the data to 
then calculate an average performance, except algorithms in 2.1 and 2.3 sections.
2.1 C-AMDATS
The Cluster-based Algorithm for Anomaly Detection in Time Series Using 
Mahalanobis Distance (C-AMDATS) is a clustering ML unsupervised algorithm. The 
model has only two hyperparameters that user can manipulate: (i) Initial Cluster Size 
(ICS) and Clustering Factor (CF). First the ICS clusters the observed sequences of 
time series data A, where each cluster may represent a behavior status. After the initial 
clustering, a new and better clustering in the dataset is remade according to the data 
points distribution over timeline. This ability is due to the usage of the Mahalanobis 
distance in the algorithm. In general, clustering techniques use the Euclidean distance 
function, which makes the clustering assumes the geometric shape of a circle, then it 
does not consider the variance of each dimension or feature of the dataset. However, 
there are situations in which the variance between each dimension (or feature) is differ-
ent. Conversely, by using the covariance matrix, the Mahalanobis distance can detect 
the variance of each dimension. Eq. (1) presents the Mahalanobis distance formula.
 ( ) ( ) ( )1, Tmd x x S xµ µ µ−= − −  (1)
Where: ( ),md x µ  is the Mahalanobis distance between a specific point in the 
time series and its respective centroid; x = (x1, x2, …, xn)
T is a specific variable in the 
time series data, where n is the number of variables; μ = (μ1, μ2, …, μn)
T is a certain 
cluster centroid; and S is the covariance matrix relative to that cluster.
After the new clustering through the Mahalanobis distance, the algorithm 
calculates the similarity of each cluster in the time series A to find the respective 
hidden patterns P. This similarity is calculated using the standard deviation σy of 
the actual values of the A samples, the Y coordinate of each centroid and the CF. 
If the modulus of the difference between the y coordinate of the centroids of two 
cluster is less than or equal to the product of CF and σy, then these clusters can be 
merged, meaning that they will represent the same pattern P. This task is carried 
out until every cluster have been analyzed.
The last step of C-AMDATS is to calculate the probability of the pattern P to be an 
anomaly R. The Anomaly Score measures the anomaly R for each pattern P (found 
in the previous step). The score is calculated by the ratio of the size of the entire time 
series to the sum of the sizes of the clusters present in P. The anomaly score assesses the 
degree of relevance of P in terms of anomaly detection. Then, all set P is ordered by R in 
descending order, and the anomalous patterns will be those with the highest anomaly 
score values. The higher the anomaly score value for a pattern P, the greater probability 












Anomaly Score  is the anomaly score of the pattern Pi, |Pi| is the size of 
the pattern Pi, and |T| is the size of the time series T.
2.2 Luminol Bitmap
Bitmap is an available unsupervised learning algorithm in Luminol library for 
anomaly detection or time series correlation. The background of Bitmap algorithm 
is based on the idea of time series bitmaps. The logic of the algorithm is to make a 
feature extraction of the raw time series data - by converting them into a Symbolic 
Aggregate Approximation (SAX) representation - and use it to compute the infor-
mation about the relative frequency of its features to color a bitmap in a principled 
way. SAX allows a dimensionality reduction of the raw time series C of arbitrary 
length n to a string arbitrary length w (w < n, typically w < < n) by a vector C . It 
transforms the data into a Piecewise Aggregate Approximations (PAA) representa-
tion to symbolize it into a discrete string [16]. Eq. (3) presents the calculation of the 














= ∑  (3)
After transformed a time series dataset into PAA, the algorithm applies a 
further transformation to obtain a discrete representation with equiprobability 
[16]. The conversion of the time series into a SAX words is made by a slider 
window (also called feature window). Bitmap algorithm use two concatenated 
slider windows together across the sequence, the latter one is called lead win-
dow, showing how far to look ahead for anomalous patterns and the former one 
is called lag window, whose size represents how much memory of the past to 
remember it.
In summary, the algorithm approach is to convert both feature windows into 
SAX representation, then count the frequencies of SAX subwords at the desired 
level and get the corresponding bitmaps. The distance between the two bitmaps is 
measured and reported as an anomaly score at each time instance, and the bitmaps 
are drawn to visualize the similarities and differences between the two windows. 
The user must choose the length of the feature windows N and the number n of 
equal sized sections in which to divide N [3].
2.3 SAX-REPEAT
SAX-REPEAT algorithm is an approach that relies on extending the original SAX 
implementation to handle multivariable data. The algorithm takes as input a set of 
K multivariable time series Xi of lengths Ti, and dimensionality D, that represent 
different instances of the raw data to be learned. The user can set the parameters of 
the final string length N and an alphabet size M.
The algorithm applies SAX to each dimension of the data separately, and then 
combine the output string by assigning each possible combination of symbols, 
resulting in D strings to a unique identifier. This leads to a string of length N, but an 
extended alphabet of length DM . So, to maintain the requirement of the final 
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string to be an alphabet of symbols M (parameter set by the user), the algorithm 
clusters the resulting characters into M clusters through K-means method and 
replace each character with the centroid of its cluster [17].
Although SAX-REPEAT can recognize interesting patterns, the original algo-
rithm does not calculate the probability of the patterns being anomalous. Thereby, 
this work implemented an anomaly score for each found cluster (pattern). As 
C-AMDATS algorithm, the score is computed by the ratio between the size of the 
entire time series and the sum of the sizes of each cluster. Therefore, each cluster 
is sorted according to the respective anomaly score in descending order, and the 
anomalous patterns will be those with the highest anomaly score values.
2.4 k-NN
The k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) algorithm is one of the most popular method 
to solve both classification and regression problems. However, in this study, we will 
use it only for classification problem as unsupervised learning.
The algorithm assumes that similar data points exist in proximity, i.e, they are near 
to each other. The algorithms capture the idea of the similarity (also known as distance, 
proximity, or closeness), calculating the distance between points on a graph. Distance 
calculation is usually done by Euclidean distance, but it can be calculated using other 
distance functions. The Euclidean distance between the points P = (p1, p2,…,pn)  
e Q = (q1, q2,…,qn), in a n-dimensional Euclidean space, it is defined in Eq. (4):





d p q p q
=
= −∑  (4)
Where, p = (p1, p2, …, pn) and q = (q1, q2, …, qn) are two points in Euclidean 
n-space.
The k-NN algorithm depends on two parameters, a metric used to compute the 
distance between two points (in this case Euclidean function), and a value k of the 
number of neighbors to consider. When k is underestimated, the algorithm can 
overfit, i.e. it will classify just based on the closest neighbors instead of learning 
separating frontier between classes, but if k is overestimated, the algorithm will 
underfit, in the limit if k = n, the algorithm will consider every point belongs to the 
class that has more samples [18, 19].
2.5 Bootstrap
Bootstrap algorithm uses the computational power to estimate almost any 
summary statistics, such as the confidence interval, mean, or standard error. The 
method depends on the notion of a bootstrap sample B, which is a resampling of 
size n drawn to replace the original dataset Z = (Z1, Z2, …, Zn). The bootstrap sample 
is represented ( )1 2, , , nZ Z Z Z∗ ∗ ∗ ∗= … . Each iZ∗  is one of the original Z values ran-
domly selected, the selection probability for each Z value is equipollent, for exam-
ple: 7 2 5 3 9 4 7, , ,Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗= = = = , etc. Note that the same original value can 
appear zero, one or more times, in the example, 7Z  appeared twice, i.e, the selec-
tion of Z value is not exclusive. The name Bootstrap concern to the use of the 
original dataset to generate new datasets Z∗ . The idea is to generate a larger number 
of Bootstrap sample B of each size n using a random number device to perform  
the algorithm training. The number of bootstrap repeats defines the variance of the 
estimate, i.e, higher the number is, better is the variance, but in contrast, the 
computational cost increases with the increasement of the B number [20, 21].
Brain-Computer Interface
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In this sense, we are interested in calculating a confidence interval using 
Bootstrap, which is performed by requesting the statistics stored during the train-
ing and selecting values in the chosen percentile for the confidence interval. The 
chosen percentile is denoted as δ  (Alpha or Significance Level). Eq. (5) defined the 
calculation to estimate the distribution of δ* for each Bootstrap sample.
 x xδ ∗ ∗= −  (5)
Where: x∗  is the mean of an empirical bootstrap sample and x  is the mean of 
the original data.
Therefore, the confidence interval for a Significance Level of 0.05 is defined by 
Eq. (6).
 .05 .95onfidence interval ,C x xδ δ
∗ ∗ = − −   (6)
Where, x  is the mean of the original data, .05δ
∗  is significance level at the 5th 
percentile, and .95δ
∗  is significance level at the 95th percentile.
So, in order to obtain a very accurate estimate of .05δ
∗  and .95δ
∗ , it is important to 
generate a large number of bootstrap samples.
2.6 RRCF
Robust Random Cut Forest (RRCF) algorithm is an ensemble technique for detect-
ing outliers. The idea is based on an isolation forest algorithm that uses an ensemble 
of trees. In graph theory, trees are collections of vertices and edges where any two 
vertices are only connected by one edge, it is an ordered way of storing numerical data.
In this view, the algorithm takes a set of random data points, cuts them to the 
same number of points and creates trees. The algorithm starts by constructing a 
tree of n vertices, then it creates more trees of the same size, which in turn creates 
the forest. The user can choose the number of trees and the number of data point of 
each tree has, which is randomly sampled from the dataset. After the construction 
of the forest, the algorithm injects a new data point p into the trees to follow the cuts 
and to compute the average depth of the point across a collection of trees. The point 
is labeled an anomaly if the score overtake a threshold, which corresponds to the 
average depth across the trees [22].
3. Comparative analysis between the algorithms
This section will discuss the details of the datasets, the algorithm parameters 
settings, the evaluations performance method, and a comparative analysis between 
the algorithms.
In order to summarize the advantages and limitations of each algorithm, Table 2 
shows advantage and limitations of the ML algorithms.
The advantages and limitations of each algorithm will be discussed throughout 
the development of this chapter.
3.1 Characterization of case studies
This chapter brings two sets of real data, which were collected for the purpose of 
detecting anomalies in multivariate time series. The databases applied in this study 
will be detailed in the next sections.
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3.1.1 Case study 01 - meteocean data in hurricane season
The chosen set is a public meteocean data available online in the National Data 
Buoy Center of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA). 
The dataset was collected in the Atlantic Ocean off the Bahamas coast (23,838 N; 
68,333 W). The data were structured in hourly frequency and it begins in June 2012 
until November 2012 (213 days and 22 hours), comprising 15,315 data points. This 
period corresponds to the hurricane season in the Ocean Atlantic, which that year 
was especially active with 19 tropical cyclones (winds above 52 km/h), which 10 
cyclones became hurricanes (winds above 64 km/h).
Hurricanes can be detected by several meteorological variables that conse-
quently are directly impacted. In this case study, the following analysis variables 
were considered: (a) significant wave height (WVHT); (b) sea level pressure 
(PRES); and (c) wind speed (WSPD). Within the period of the dataset, three 
hurricanes transited through the Bahamas coast region: (i) Isaac; (ii) Rafael and 
(iii) Sandy.
Isaac had his first alert issued on August 21 by the National Hurricane Center. 
Several islands in the Lesser Antilles have been placed under hurricane surveillance 
or tropical storm warnings. Isaac was tracked between Guadalupe and Dominica 




C-AMDATS • Multivariate approach
• Easy to parameterize
• Considers the variances of each 
dimension
• Take more CPU time due to the need to 
compute the inverse of the covariance matrix 
for each cluster




• Quick calculation time
• Runs well on big data





• SAX Multivariate approach • Hard to parameterize
• Slow calculation time due the k-means 
clustering
• Sensitive to missing values and outliers
k-NN • Quick calculation time
• Easy to implement
• Variety of distance criteria can 
be chosen
• Does not work well with large dataset
• Does not work well with high dimensions
• Sensitive to noisy data, missing values and 
outliers
• Univariate approach
Bootstrap • Quick calculation time
• Does not require large sample 
size
• Can be computationally expensive depending 
on the bootstrap sample number
• Univariate approach
RRCF • Different dimensions are 
treated independently
• Designed to run in a streaming 
data
• Univariate approach
• Can be computationally expensive depending 
on the number of trees
• Sensitive to noisy data, missing values
Table 2. 
Advantage and limitations of the unsupervised ML algorithms.
Brain-Computer Interface
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August 26, the Isaac approaches Florida Keys and the next day entered the eastern 
Gulf of Mexico causing several economic impacts in the USA. There was a gradual 
intensification and Isaac reached its peak intensity as a category 1 hurricane, with 
sustained 1-minute winds of 80 mph (130 km/h) [23].
Hurricane Rafael produced minor damage in the northeastern Caribbean Sea 
in mid-October 2012. The first alert was issued to Bermuda on October 14, but 
was canceled on October 17 when the hurricane passed northeast of the island. On 
October 16, Rafael reached his peak intensity with maximum sustained winds of 90 
mph (150 km/h). Rafael intensified in a category 1 hurricane [24].
Hurricane Sandy was the deadliest and most destructive, as well as the strongest, 
hurricane of the 2012 Atlantic hurricane season. Inflicting nearly $70 billion USD in 
damage, Sandy was a Category 3 storm at its peak intensity when it made landfall in 
Cuba. On October 24, Sandy became a hurricane reaching the coast near Kingston 
and Jamaica. On October 25, it hit his peak intensity in Cuba. On October 31, Sandy 
was already off the coast of Maine in the United States of America. [25].
The Figure 1 illustrates the period of hurricanes Isaac, Rafael and Sandy in the 
multivariate time series data.
In Figure 1, it is possible to visualize a behavior similarity between the three hur-
ricanes. During the passage of the hurricanes, the variables WVHT and WSPD pre-
sented upward spikes, but on the other hands, PRESS presented downward spikes.
It is worth noting that the period of hurricanes in the Figure 1 represents the 
time of its trajectory on the coast of Bahamas, and not its life span throughout its 
trajectory in the Atlantic Ocean.
3.1.2 Case study 02: monitoring data from dynamic machinery
The public dataset provided by the KNIME was acquired from 28 sensors 
installed in a dynamic machine. The sensors were installed to collect eight mechani-
cal components parts (1st column of Table 3). The data starts on January 1st of 2007 
and goes until April 20th of 2009 (838 days), comprising 16,660 data points.
The dataset was composed of 28 time series from 28 sensors. The signals were 
pre-processed with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The Table 3 shows the groups 
and description of the sensors.
Each sensor group had at least 3 collections with different frequency bands, 
except the torque variable (M1), which had only one collection.
Signs of rotor malfunction could be traced back to March 6, 2008. The break-
down event happened on July 21, 2008. The break was visible only to some sensors, 
especially with low frequency bands.
For a cleaner and clearer view, Figure 2 illustrates the multivariate time series only 
for sensors that detected the malfunction zone of the dynamic machine. Therefore, 
of total of 28 sensors, 18 were chosen to illustrate the multivariate time series. The 
machinery malfunction was detected in all sensor groups, except for the M1.
In Figure 2, it is possible to verify a behavior change in the multiple sensors 
inside the malfunction zone (begging of March until the end of July). The Figure 2 
also illustrates two alarms in the beginning of 2007 triggered by the KNIME system. 
However, these two alarms can be considered as pre-mature, as the history of the 
machinery continued to run normally over one year. Another detail is that, after-
wards the breakdown and rotor replacement, the signals were recorded much cleaner.
3.2 Parameterization of the ML algorithms
The parameters of unsupervised ML algorithms were settings to achieve the best 
possible performance to find the patterns of interest. The parameterization requires 
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several attempts of success and error to achieve the best possible result. SAX-REPEAT 
was the most difficult method of setting the parameters due the high sensitivity of 
the variables. Whereas the Luminol Bitmap revealed not too sensitive to parameter 
choices, where the Bitmap Detector Score demonstrated the most determinant param-
eter for the algorithm. The Bootstrap showed a similar result for iterations above 200 
and confidence level above 95%. C-AMDATS, RRCF and k-NN are easy algorithms to 
set the parameter due the small number they have. As an example of experiment case 
2, it was necessary to run SAX-REPEAT with 76 different combinations of parameters 
to identify the best configuration, k-NN was necessary to run 21 times, C-AMDATS 
20 times, RRCF 11 times, Luminol 12 times, and Bootstrap 10 times.
Figure 1. 
Visualization of three variables in the same time domain (a) significant wave height, (b) sea level pressure and 
(c) wind speed. Color boxes represent hurricanes Isaac, Rafael and Sandy. Source: produced by the authors.
Sensor Group Sensor Description
A1 Input shaft vertical
A2 Second shaft horizontal upper bearing
A3 Third shaft horizontal lower bearing
A4 Internal gear 275 degrees
A5 Internal gear 190.5 degree
A6 Input shaft bearing 150
A7 Input shaft bearing 151
M1 Torque kNm
Table 3. 
The eight parts of the rotor monitored through groups of sensors.
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The Table 4 summarizes the parameter settings of the presented algorithms for 
the two real cases applied in this chapter.
All ML algorithms in this paper were implemented in Python 3.6 programming 
language and executed on a high performance computing named AIRIS (Artificial 
Intelligence RSB Integrates System) at the Supercomputing Center for Industrial 
Innovation at SENAI CIMATEC. The AIRIS processor model is the Intel(R) 
Xeon(R) Gold 6148 CPU @ 2.40GHz and has 376 GB RAM memory.
3.3 Case study experiment 01 - meteocean data in hurricane season
All monitoring variables at the meteocean data were processed in ML algo-
rithms using the settings presented in the Table 4. The results were compared to 
the period of hurricanes life as shows in Figure 1. The hurricanes behaviors are 
Figure 2. 
Multivariate time series of 18 sensors that detected the malfunction zone of the machine.
Algorithm Parameter Setting


































Parameter setting of the Unsupervised ML algorithms. CF: Cluster Factor - ICS: Initial Cluster Size - PAA: 
Piecewise Aggregate Approximations - k: Neighbors number.
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more visually clear through the WVHT variable. Thereby, for the better under-
standing of the reader, we only illustrated the ML results in the WVHT variable, 
even though was made a multivariate analyzed. Figure 3 shows the detection of the 
six algorithms.
In Figure 3, the C-AMDATS algorithm detected three distinct behavior pat-
terns in the multivariate time series. Patterns 0 and 1 had the highest anomaly 
score and are well situated in hurricanes regions, so these patterns where 
considered as anomaly behavior. However, pattern 1 also appear in November 
and December, which had no records of hurricane or tropical depression or 
tropical storm in the Bahamas cost, revealing to be a false positive signal. The 
Luminol bitmap and RRCF algorithms failed to isolate the patterns of interest. 
Luminol demonstrated a little sensitivity for detecting anomalies in this experi-
ment, because it was possible to verify a few data points detected as anomaly. 
SAX-REPEAT returned 6 distinct patterns, which patterns 4 and 5 were the top 
2 of the anomaly score. These two patterns are precisely in the regions of inter-
est, however, it is possible to verify these patterns also in other regions, also 
indicating false positive signals. Bootstrap and k-NN had similar results, both 
algorithms detected spikes caused by hurricanes, but with many false positives, 
especially Bootstrap.
Therefore, it is possible to ascertain that the algorithms with the best perfor-
mance in detecting the patterns of interest in case 01 were C-AMDATS and  
SAX-REPEAT. But a quantitative analysis will still be performed.
3.4 Case study experiment 02 - monitoring data from dynamic machinery
Analogous to the experiment performed in case 1, the experiment case 2 brings 
the results of the patterns and anomalies detection of unsupervised learning 
algorithms in the KNIME dataset.
All 28-monitoring data were processed using the settings in Table 4. The results 
were compared to the period of malfunction of the machine as show in Figure 2.
The machine malfunction is more visually clear through the sensor 1. Therefore, 
Figure 4 only illustrated the results of Sensor 1, although the analysis was 
 performed in a multivariable way.
In Figure 4, the C-AMDATS algorithm detected three distinct behavior patterns 
in the multivariate time series. Patterns 0 had the highest anomaly score and is 
well situated in the interest region, so this pattern was assumed to be anomalous. 
Luminol and RRCf again failed to isolate the fault, both algorithms had many false 
positives and false negatives. SAX-REPEAT detected 15 different patterns, which 
is not desired as it makes difficult for the specialist to analyze many patterns. 
Nevertheless, patterns 0 and 4 had the lowest punctuation in the anomaly score 
ranking, so these patterns were assumed to be normal and the others as anomaly. 
The k-NN and Bootstrap methods also demonstrated a good performance in 
 isolating the period of interest, with few false positives and false negatives.
Therefore, the algorithms were able to isolate the anomalous region well in case 
02, with exception of Luminol Bitmap and RRCF.
3.5 Performance evaluation
The performance evaluation of the algorithms - in their ability to identify the 
same anomalous patterns - was performed through the calculation of seven metrics: 
accuracy (ACC), precision (PR), recall (REC), specificity (SP), F1-score (F1), area 
under the curve (AUC) of receiver operating characteristics (AUC-ROC), and AUC 
of precision and recall curve (AUC-PRC).
Brain-Computer Interface
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However, the performance evaluation would not be properly fair, as the 
Luminol, k-NN, Bootstrap and RCCF algorithms made the analysis univariably 
(different from C-AMDATS and SAX-REPEAT). Thereby, in an attempt to obtain 
a more appropriate analysis, the threshold metrics was calculated for all proposed 
variables and then extracted an average evaluation, except C-AMDATS and 
SAX-REPEAT.
Figure 3. 
Results of the unsupervised algorithms of Case 1. (a): C-AMDATS, (b): Luminol Bitmap,  
(c): SAX-REPEAT, (d): K-NN, (e): Bootstrap, and (f): RRCF.
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All the evaluation metrics are calculated by comparing the real data points (clas-
sified by experts) with the predicted data points (predicted by ML algorithms). 
So, the ACC reveals the correct prediction in a general approach, but it may hide 
the error rate of the model, that is why it is prudent to measure the performance 
jointly with other metrics. PR indicates the true positive value compared to the 
false negative. REC reveals out the true positive value with the false positive. Both 
Figure 4. 
Results of the unsupervised algorithms of Case 2. (A): C-AMDATS, (B): Luminol Bitmap, (C): SAX-
REPEAT, (D): K-NN, (E) Bootstrap, and (F): RRCF.
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ML Algorithms Metrics Case #1 Case #2 Average
C-AMDATS ACC 96% 96% 96%
PR 90% 98% 94%
REC 80% 89% 85%
SP 80% 89% 85%
F1 84% 92% 88%
AUC-ROC 81% 89% 85%
AUC-PRC 76% 88% 82%
Luminol Bitmap ACC 86% 72% 79%
PR 55% 58% 57%
REC 55% 61% 58%
SP 55% 61% 58%
F1 55% 58% 57%
AUC-ROC 56% 61% 58%
AUC-PRC 52% 56% 54%
SAX-REPEAT ACC 86% 89% 88%
PR 66% 82% 74%
REC 92% 90% 91%
SP 92% 90% 91%
F1 70% 85% 78%
AUC-ROC 92% 90% 91%
AUC-PRC 66% 79% 73%
k-NN ACC 94% 86% 90%
PR 80% 81% 80%
REC 67% 68% 67%
SP 67% 68% 67%
F1 69% 71% 70%
AUC-ROC 66% 68% 67%
AUC-PRC 61% 67% 64%
Bootstrap ACC 79% 85% 82%
PR 59% 72% 65%
REC 73% 75% 74%
SP 73% 75% 74%
F1 59% 73% 66%
AUC-ROC 73% 75% 74%
AUC-PRC 56% 70% 63%
RRCF ACC 80% 66% 73%
PR 55% 44% 50%
REC 55% 45% 50%
SP 55% 45% 50%
F1 54% 44% 49%
AUC-ROC 55% 45% 50%
AUC-PRC 53% 49% 51%
Table 5. 
Performance Evaluation of unsupervised ML algorithms to detect interesting/anomalous patterns in 
multivariate time series data.
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metrics (PR and REC) reveal the model’s ability to predict positive values, but with 
different perspectives. SP demonstrated the capacity of the model to predict the 
true negative over false positives perspective. The F1 is a harmonic average between 
REC and PR. AUC-ROC is the area under the curve on the true positive (REC) and 
false positive (1- SP) rates. The AUC-PRC is the area below the curve between PR 
and REC. AUC-PRC is an important metric for assessing unbalanced datasets, being 
a great advantage over the others, since in the vast majority of cases, especially real 
data, have a higher volume of normal than abnormal data.
The seven performance assessment metrics for all proposed variables of case 1 
and case 2 experiments are listed in the Table 5.
The performance evaluation presented in the Table 5 revealed that the 
C-AMDATS was the one that stood out amongst the other algorithms. C-AMDATS 
was superior in ACC, PR, AUC-PRC and F1 metrics against SAX-REPEAT, which 
was the second algorithm that stood out. Nevertheless, it is relevant to note that 
C-AMDATS was 10% superiority in AUC-PRC of SAX-REPEAT. Then, in decreas-
ing order of algorithm position in the performance evaluation would be: (i) 
C-AMDATS, (ii) SAX-REPEAT, (iii) k-NN, (iv) Bootstrap, (v) Luminol and (vi) 
RRCF. Both algorithms that have a multivariate analysis intrinsically were superior. 
However, more case studies must be carried out to affirm the superiority of the 
algorithms studied here.
Therefore, the results presented in this study strengthens the idea that unsu-
pervised machine learning algorithms can assist the data annotation and labeling 
process. This approach can optimize much of the specialists’ time and leverage the 
supervised AI models.
4. Conclusions and future work recommendations
This work demonstrated the effectiveness of a multivariate analysis using six 
different unsupervised ML algorithms for time series. To verify the performance 
of the unsupervised ML algorithms to detect interesting/anomalous patterns in 
real time series data, the six algorithms were applied in two different real cases: 
(i) meteocean data in hurricane season and (ii) monitoring data from dynamic 
industrial machinery. The experimental results showed that clustering methods 
as C-AMDATS have higher capacity to recognize and isolate the anomaly region, 
revealing the ability to assist experts to label raw data with unsupervised ML 
algorithms with great performance.
Future works include the extension of this analysis to more real cases aiming 
to develop a broader analysis, as well as an extensive study and investigation of 
approaches of semi-supervised learning to train deep learning algorithms to predict 
and classify unknown data in different dataset.
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